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   It is part of our      

to give back. 

To use money for
good, to do even  

                       Mohan K. Vaswani
Founder 

duty

more good



We knew 2020 would be a year of growth for Ishk. We spent our first three years piloting

initiatives, building capacity, and cementing who we want to be as an impact-oriented

organisation. With our new Chief Operating Officer Divya Patel on board from late 2019, we

began the exercise of visioning the next five years in Ishk’s journey.

 

We, like others, did not expect to have to adjust these plans so quickly against a global

pandemic that was reversing years of progress towards reducing poverty. Impact was

always our purpose as a philanthropic organisation, but what did this mean in a time of

unprecedented crisis?

 

Ensuring the safety of our teams in Indonesia, Nigeria and Singapore was the first step. For

a time, this meant pausing our core work, while maintaining open communication channels,

and checking in with each other to respond to the situation as it unfolded. Their safety

meant they could focus attention on the individuals we wanted to continue to serve.

 

To enable this, we simultaneously rerouted funding toward a COVID response and sought

out partners who were responding to those in need. From April to June, we addressed

immediate needs such as food, other essentials, and medical equipment and training. As

lockdown measures eased, we shifted our focus to intermediate and long-term recovery -

rebuilding through education, healthcare and skills training, our core areas of work.

 

Through the uncertainty, our team has continued to be guided by their compassion and

anchored, even more so, by an unwavering sense of responsibility. We have remained

committed to our existing relationships and built new ones. We have engaged in dialogue

to learn about evolving realities and adapted our processes to be more agile in responding

to them. Above all, 2020 has given us an opportunity to reaffirm our purpose to invest in a

better world and a renewed commitment to our most important stakeholders: the individuals

at the centre of our work.

 

As the year draws to a close, we continue to keep our longer-term goals in mind, and look

forward to realising our five-year plan, embracing more progressive models of giving, newer

technologies and stronger partnerships as we do so.

 

Thank you for journeying with us.
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the Executive Director
A note from

Sumitra Aswani 



OUR TEAM

Mohan Vaswani
Chairman

Since Oct 2016

*Until June 2020

Raj Vaswani
Since Oct 2016

Shahul Hameed
Since Aug 2018

Sumitra Aswani
Since Mar 2017

Board of Directors

Divya Patel

Chief Operating Officer

Executive Team 

Mimu Nanwani

Indonesia

Neha Mehra

Nigeria 

Sandhya Aswani 

Singapore

Program Directors Program Officers

Madhurya Manohar

Communications 

Administrative Team 

Victoria Anuoluwapo

Onaneye Eliakim Adewale

Angel Agustien

Sherley Pitrus

Adesuwa Ladoja
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Nigeria
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Executive Director



OUR TEAM

Dabiri Kemi Afolashade

Nyege Nelly Brown

Adelaja Omotoyosi Adewole

Ishk Limb Centre 

Support staff

Dorothy Dagogo-Ibiama 

Chiamaka Ibeleme

Meenakshi Coondiah

Geerija Aggarwal

Sana Vasi 

Afolabi Ezekiel

Shittu Ladi Lukman

Kareem Hakeen Emiiya

Emmanuel Onyechere

Daniel Okwoche

Interns

Chandrakant Walavalkar

Jaiprakash Bidlan

Idowu Owolabi Kayode

Michael Jackson Abayomi

Ishola Yusuf Temitope 

Olaonigbagbe Saheed

Akingboye Johnson Segun

Napoleon Williams Aleruchi

Dekaa Aondofa Wilfred 

Administrative Staff 
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Balogun Aramide  Ganiyat

Ishk Skills Hub



MISSION

VISION

VALUES

Ishk Tolaram Foundation provides access to quality
education, healthcare and skills training for underserved

individuals within our core geographies*

To enable individuals to improve their quality of life 

Compassion, Responsibility, Humility 
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*Indonesia, Nigeria, Singapore and Estonia



COVID RELIEF
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8,984

hospitals

meals 

items of PPE
797937,000 +37,000 +

LIVES
IMPACTED

300,000 +300,000 +

1313

16,000 +16,000 + cloth masks
produced*

achieved with 

partners

*Read about how our Ishk Skills Hub students gave back to the community on Page 25
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GRANTS
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Tulsi Chanrai Foundation (TCF Nigeria), with the vision to ensure a

healthy Nigeria, has played an instrumental role in enhancing the

availability, accessibility, affordability and effectiveness of

healthcare services in remote areas of Nigeria. TCF's focus areas are

restoring sight, providing access to primary health care and

providing safe drinking water. 

TULSI CHANRAI FOUNDATION

Supported 150 eye surgeries 

GRANTS 
NIGERIA

The Ishk Tolaram Scholarship enables students from different

backgrounds and abilities to achieve their educational and personal

goals. As part of this, students engage with peer, mentor and school

support to overcome challenges and bring aspirations to life. This

year’s scholars include students from Changkat Changi Secondary

School and Eunos Primary School.

ISHK TOLARAM SCHOLARSHIP

Supported 10 students with financial assistance and

mentorship

GRANTS 
SINGAPORE









CORE
PROGRAMS
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Fitted 944 prosthetic limbs, despite pausing operations for four

months during the lockdown

Held 3 mobile camps across Nigeria in partnership with state

governments and non-profit organisations 

Developed a flexible joint to improve the functionality of our free

above-knee prosthetic limbs 

Became an Ambassador of the Ellen Meadows Prosthetic Hand

Foundation (or LN4 Foundation)

Ishk Limb Centre provides free, custom-made prosthetic limbs to those

in need across Nigeria. Since 2009, we have fitted over 16,000 limbs

through our walk-in clinics and mobile camps. 

In the past 12 months, we:
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LN4 Foundation
Ambassador

The LN-4 prosthetic hand is a low-cost, light,

durable and functional prosthetic hand designed

and engineered by a small team. Among them,

was Ernie Meadows who wanted to honor his late

daughter, Ellen, with this project. The mission of

The Ellen Meadows Prosthetic Hand Foundation is

to provide a prosthetic hand to anyone who needs

one, regardless of their socioeconomic status or

ability to pay.

As an Ambassador or Ambassador Organization,

individuals and/or organisations commit to

finding recipients for the prosthetic hands, fitting

the hands, and expanding the Foundation's reach,

through connecting with other Ambassadors or

relevant organizations and ensuring more people

receive prosthetic hands in the future.

Description provided by the Ellen Meadows Prosthetic Hand Foundation 

LAGOS, NIGERIA
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limbs fitted in 2020

944

16,910

limbs fitted since 2009
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Ishk Skills Hub
Graduation Ceremony

In November 2019, we held a graduation ceremony to celebrate students from our

April, May, June and July batches who completed their skills training. 

Students led on different elements of the event, applying the skills they trained in. 

While Makeup and Hairdressing students helmed the beauty booth to style

graduates before the event, Graphic Design students worked on the event's

physical branding i.e. banners and souvenir bags. Tailoring students produced

beautiful mufflers and brooches for their peers to wear and table cloths for guest

tables; Cooking and Baking students organised food and drinks; and the

Entrepreneurial Training students managed the event as coordinators. 

The event also included an inspiring keynote speech by Sharif O. Gbadamosi,

founder of management consultancy firm JPiN Consult, speeches by student

representatives of each batch and a presentation of certificates  by our partners.

LAGOS, NIGERIA
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Students graduate from Ishk Skills Hub with a                                                     to continue their journey withcommunity of peers
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In July, as part of our COVID response, we launched the Face Mask Project under

 Ishk Skills Hub. 

With the pandemic’s strain on livelihoods, the project enabled 17 tailoring students to

earn an income by producing cloth masks to distribute for free to vulnerable individuals

to protect themselves against the virus.

Once students volunteered for the project, House of Kush, a partner, held an online

session to train students in applying their skills and producing quality face mask

samples. 

Across 3 months, students produced more than 16,000 masks, of which at least 5,000

have been distributed through our COVID grant partners and select schools or

purchased by entities, including Tolaram businesses.

Face Mask Project
LAGOS, NIGERIA

By producing face masks, students were able to apply their new skills, earn an income and 
give back to the community
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students employed

12

students graduated

62

startup kits provided

52

students 
started a business
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47 
employed
in a job

191 

167 

Ishk Skills Hub was launched in 2019 to enable

unemployed Nigerian youth to become work-ready, earn a

livelihood and support themselves and their families.

Since then, we have grown a community of students who

have trained in various skills, started businesses or their

own professional careers, and who continue their journey

with us as alumni. 

This year, we assessed our students’ experiences at the

Hub to understand the program's impact so far. Below are

some snapshots of our study.

started a
business83

18 continued 
their education 24 currently in

training 19 awaiting 
employment

students enrolled

students graduated
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use digital marketing tools to

drive visibility and sales

felt equipped to start a new

business after their training

currently run a 

profitable business

have increased income

after the training

are able to support themselves

and their families

6 out of 10

9 out of 10

7 out of 10

8 out of 10

4 out of 10
earn above the monthly

minimum wage of USD 78

*Of this, 51 started their own business and 18 were employed in jobs

5 out of 10

Based on a survey of 102 students*



27.2%

25.2%

23.9%

23.6%
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Ishk Peduli Anak Indonesia (IPAI) addresses the quality of early childhood education (ECE) through

building teacher capacity. Since inception, 200 early childhood educators in Batu, East Java have

participated in a multi-level training in child-centered pedagogy, co-created by Ishk, the government of

Kota Batu and SINAU Teacher Training Centre. To positively shift the mindset around ECE within the wider

community, parents and school leaders have also been trained in supportive practices.

In 2019, IPAI was evaluated by an independent consultant to understand its impact on teacher

competency, child development outcomes and the quality of their learning environment. Below are some

key highlights from the study. 

Assessing
knowledge based

on training
module

Advanced
Ishk 

Training

Basic Ishk
Training Basic non-Ishk

Training

No training
received

Competency was assessed based on teaching

practices, knowledge and retention of topics from

the Basic Training module. 

Teachers in the Advanced Ishk Training group

showed  a deeper retention and understanding of

ECE concepts than teachers in the other groups. 

This is because the Advanced Ishk Training expands

on concepts from the Basic and Intermediate

Training modules, allowing teachers to strengthen

their foundations of early childhood pedagogy.

Additionally, Ishk's training also uses active learning

to enhance retention. 

Overall, the results reinforced that the higher the

level of a tiered training provided to a teacher, the

more competent they become.

IMPACT OF TRAINING 
ON TEACHERS

Full report available on our website in January 2021

Figure 1 shows the percentage of teachers

with correct answers on the assessment

83% 73%

77%

72%



Advanced Ishk Training Basic Non-Ishk Training No Training ReceivedBasic Ishk Training
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Inquiry-based learning to encourage creative problem-solving by asking open-ended questions

like “What would you do?”

Loose parts training to repurpose available materials such as sticks, stones and bottle caps into

tools to learn numeracy

Project-based learning that requires a child to concentrate, think critically and justify each step

in their decision-making process 

Children taught by graduates from Ishk’s Basic and Advanced Training scored the highest across four

development domains (Fig.2). They were found to be more focused and curious, with longer attention

spans and stronger critical thinking skills.

To enhance a child’s cognitive function and foundation skills, Ishk’s training emphasizes the following:

IMPACT OF TRAINING
ON CHILDREN

Figure 2 shows the percentage of children who performed at age-appropriate

levels across the four development domains of the IDELA assessment

51.6 56.3 31.2 45.3

46.1 48.0 27.3 35.1

59.7 61.7 40.4 49.8

47.6 48.1 31.4 42.2

Gross and Fine Motor Development

Emergent Literacy and Language

Emergent Numeracy 

Social-emotional development



Advanced Ishk Training

Basic Non-Ishk Training

No Training Received

Basic Ishk Training

Structural quality: Size of group, physical environment and availability of equipment and teaching

material, etc. 

Process quality: Child's daily experiences within an ECED environment, including social, emotional,

physical and instructional aspects of activities and how a child interacts with teachers, peers,

caregivers and materials.

Providing one-to-one support to children who required additional attention 

Designing lesson plans around project-based activities that were cognitively stimulating, rather

than just copying shapes, writing letters and coloring

Allocating time to children for reflection as well as meaningful free play that allowed them to

choose what, where and how they would like to play

The quality of the learning environment is determined by two factors:

Findings suggest training leads to better quality learning environments, with process quality directly

relating to training content.

Teachers in the Advanced Ishk Training group, who scored the highest in this domain (Fig. 3), enhanced

their process quality by: 

IMPACT OF TRAINING 
ON QUALITY OF LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

3.3 3.3 3.1 2.8

2.8 2.2 2.1 2.2

2.8 2.2 2.0 1.6

3.2 3.0 2.7 2.6

2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2
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Teacher-Child Interaction

Learning Approach

Lesson Plan Availability and Quality

Free Play

Individualised and Inclusive

Environment

Figure 3 shows how each group performed on a range of 1-4 on

process quality indicators by  MELE-MELQO



TEAM
HIGHLIGHTS
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Opening Ceremony

In December 2019, we officially inaugurated our new centre at 44 Ikorodu Road. 

Our Founder Mohan Vaswani, his wife Kawita, and our Board Director, Shahul Hameed, lit

the ceremonial lamp to mark the occasion.

Our colleagues from Tolaram and many friends and partners of Ishk were also present and  

given a tour of the building, with an interactive introduction to our programs. 

LAGOS, NIGERIA
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Having more than half of the Ishk family under one roof made the milestone extra special



Going Virtual 
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As a team spread across three countries, we are used to working via videoconferencing. When

the global lockdown moved work home, we also moved to find new ways to bond as a team -

virtually. 

From April to July, we committed one hour every Thursday to check in across borders, with each

team member leading a non-work related activity. Together, we played charades, had dance

parties, made origami blindfolded and improvised stories. 

In August, we held our annual retreat online and dedicated five full days to learning and

development and aligning on the impact we want to create in the next five years.

Finally, in November, we hosted a virtual Ishk Prom! Dressed in our finest, we played games, 

 sang karaoke, danced, and had one final team meal to close a year that, despite its many

challenges, was one of immense growth for Ishk. 

INDONESIA, NIGERIA AND SINGAPORE



Halogen
Foundation
Mentorship
Program

In partnership with Halogen Foundation in

Singapore, we piloted a mentorship program

with our Tolaram colleagues for graduates of

Halogen’s Network for Teaching

Entrepreneurship (NFTE) program. 

As part of Halogen Foundation’s vision to

transform the lives of young people in Singapore

through leadership and entrepreneurship

development, NFTE uses an innovative, hands-on

curriculum to activate the entrepreneurial

mindset and build the business skills of youth

from underprivileged communities. 

From March to August, 3 mentors from Ishk and 4

mentors from Tolaram worked with 7 mentees on

their personal and professional development,

navigating topics like goal setting and defining

core values.

As mentors and mentees learned from each

other's experiences, the program reinforced how

skills-based volunteering, through an effective

partnership of the non-profit and corporate

sectors, could be a force for good. 

SINGAPORE
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Advocacy 

Continuous learning, research and knowledge sharing are core to our ethos as an

organisation. 

As this moved online globally, we participated in numerous webinars and virtual

conferences to understand how the pandemic exacerbated needs in underserved

communities and shifted international development and giving.

Alongside this, advocacy on our areas of expertise also moved online. Over the course

of the year, our team has shared on early childhood education in Indonesia in 3 forums,

including the Asian Venture Philanthropy Network (AVPN)'s annual conference. We

also joined the National Volunteer and Philanthropy Centre (NVPC)'s new cross-sector

initiative, Colabs, to contribute to the dialogue surrounding migrant workers and how

we can co-design solutions to improve their future wellbeing in Singapore. 

Mimu Nanwani, Program Director, Indonesia, speaks about the shift to home-
based learning as part of a training for teachers by IGTKI Jakarta

INDONESIA AND SINGAPORE
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Neha Mehra

Program Director, Nigeria

Through the lockdown, we stayed in touch with our Skills Hub students as they

attended our virtual sessions, started their own businesses and applied their

skills. They were relentless in growing and making something of themselves.

This reaffirmed our own mission to enable them to do so.

Although our programs were on hold, we scaled our grant making, adapted our

processes, built new relationships and changed the way we work to meet

needs rapidly. Adapting and being flexible in uncertainty is critical. 

 

Mimu Nanwani

Program Director, Indonesia

We deepened our relationships with the individuals we work with,

understood the new realities they faced and walked through the

uncertainty with them. This will continue to be core to the way we work. 

Closing Thoughts
from our team

Sandhya Aswani

Program Director, Singapore

Rahmat Setiawan

Program Officer, Indonesia

The pandemic taught us that natural disasters are not the only types of

disasters. Even though it has brought many threats, it has also brought

opportunities. How  we turn those threats into opportunities will 

 determine how we move forward and create impact. 

Laura Temituoyo Ede

Program Officer, Nigeria

We worked with our partners as they adapted their models to continue

serving their communities. With the development sector hit hard by the

lockdown, strengthening our collaborative efforts to address the needs on

the ground and keeping our commitments remains key. 
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23,380
LIVES IMPACTED IN 2020*

*Through our core programs, grants and COVID response

To all our partners who

journeyed with us this year

Thank you
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